The Enchanted Forest
November 22-23 2014
For the seventh consecutive year, we supported the Junior League of Northern
Virginia at their Enchanted Forest holiday charity event. We were in our usual
room, The Pines, at the Westin Tyson’s Corner Hotel. We had sunny weather
on Saturday and Sunday which allowed for large attendance at the event. In
large measure, the crowd consisted of young families with little kids and babies.
Again, we were a major attraction and played to huge crowds, almost
overwhelming at times.
We used 13 modules, a “geezer gate”, and 4 “Creech Corners”. The corners
were separated by a 2’ bridge module on the ends of the oval. Also, we used the VA Power Cabinet and ran
trains on three tracks.
We began setup on Friday at about 2:30 when John M, assistant trackmaster,
brought the Krash-1 trailer. Several Trackers, those that work for a living,
arrived at different times later in the afternoon. Therefore, the setup stretched
out ‘till about 6pm. We had planned for 11 modules, but when we discovered
the room was actually longer than we thought, we added Joe H’s 2 modules and
made a nice sized layout (36’X10’).
Participants with modules were:
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Fred B supported setup and takedown and ran his trains which included a German 2-3-1 steamer. Ralph Fox
supported the layout, ran his trains and took some photos.
All of our modules were decked out in beautiful winter holiday scenery. The back row modules oriented their
scenery towards toward the room front. Rather than describe each one, included are a few photos:

Operations went very well and we ran DCS, Legacy, TMCC, and conventional. However, at midday Saturday,
the middle loop stopped working. We discovered that the Z4000 middle loop side was not producing voltage.
We managed to wire around that side over to the programming track side of the other Z4000 (thanks to
George). This allowed us to continue using the middle loop and we could still do programming functions. We
learned that we could not swap in a reserve Z4000 because it could not be mounted into the cabinet. We think
this issue should be rectified.
John M., at the request of the Junior League, set up a small play
area for the kids by bringing in some of his old freight cars. He
placed them on a table which satisfied the kid’s hands-on desires.
The Junior League was very happy with our display as we played to
very large crowds. They also gave the Trackmaster a contribution
for our club.

Respectfully Submitted,
Joe Helsing, Trackmaster
John Masiyoski, Assistant Trackmaster

